
Coronavirus infection rates are still high in Norfolk. You could have customers on 
your premises who are infectious but may not be aware they have the virus and 
may have no symptoms. 

The government has issued guidance on how premises should operate under 
current restrictions. Whilst we recognise restrictions may have an impact on 
businesses, they are there to guide the whole community to work in a way 
that keeps businesses and customers as safe as possible. 

The current legislation for pubs in Tier 2 states that you can be open if:
• You only sell alcohol for consumption on the premises as part of a substantial meal (as if you were a  
 restaurant). This needs to be a main meal, NOT a snack. The traditional environment of a wet pub  
 remains one that is high risk for transmission. Allowing pubs to operate more like a restaurant is a  
 way of supporting the business to operate but in a way that is safer for the customers and staff.

• No mixing of households (support bubbles are classed as one household) indoors – this is because  
 the risk of transmission is much higher indoors (research indicates approx. 19 x more likely).

• Rule of 6 applies to outdoors – so in the garden people from different households can meet  
 in a group of up to 6. Make sure there is plenty of space between groups. Garden pods and other  
 structures that are >50% enclosed are classed as indoors so should only be for single household use.

• You must only operate using full table service – not having customers queueing at the bar reduces  
 the opportunity for close contact between them.

• You must stop serving at 10pm and have the premises closed by 11pm – allowing an hour drinking-up  
 time increases the chances of customers leaving at different times so avoiding crowds forming. 
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As a host, you have a lot of influence with your customers. The less close contact 
between people the less chance of them catching or passing on the virus. As 
a responsible host, you can help by observing the rules that currently apply to 
you (see www.gov.uk) and following the tips below:’

Keeping your customers safe
• Ensure that customers know the current restrictions – include it in all your marketing and alongside  
 any online booking forms etc. The more aware people are at booking, the fewer issues you will  
 have to deal with on your premises.

• Encourage your customers to use hand sanitizer, wear face coverings (unless exempt) and give  
 each other space whilst on your premises.

• Avoid promotions or events that may encourage customers to mix households, gather in larger  
 groups or not be socially distant. Remember, this isn’t forever, it’s just until the risk is lower in  
 the community.

• Ensure your staff:
 - know what is expected of them to operate in a Covid-secure way
 - know what you want the customers to do 
 - are trained to encourage Covid prevention among customers

Keeping your premises safe
• Ensure that your premises are well ventilated – keeping fresh air moving through will reduce the  
 risk of transmission. If you don’t have a ventilation system in place, you could keep the windows  
 open to keep fresh air flowing through.

• Ensure that your premises are as hygienic as possible with regular cleaning of all surfaces and  
 making sure handwashing facilities are in good working order.

If customers are offered services in the way they were pre-covid, they are less likely to do preventive 
actions like social distancing; an effect which may be enhanced with consumption of alcohol. This 
is an unusual circumstance that we’re all dealing with, so your usual service model is possibly too 
high a risk right now. Please play your part to encourage safer behaviour in the community.

Following Covid prevention actions will always be better for business than having to manage an 
outbreak or move to tighter restrictions. A move to more normal operations can only happen if the 
community spread reduces.

 Please follow the spirit of the law, not just the letter of it. Just because something is allowable with  
 current legislation doesn’t mean that it is always a safe thing to do – we’re urging all hospitality   
 venues to proceed with caution. Lower numbers of outbreaks in hospitality venues will reduce the  
 likelihood of future restrictions so every pub’s operations will impact on the whole industry.

Wishing you a happy and safe Christmas!
Business & Public Venue Group, Norfolk Outbreak Control
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